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Building on the huge success of books like The Paleo Diet, Nell Stephenson’s Paleoista offers

a fun, female-friendly way for women to enjoy the health benefits of what has been called the

“Caveman Diet,” including more than fifty simple, delicious Paleo recipes!A Paleoista has

radiant skin, boundless energy, eats decadent food at every meal, and never feels deprived. As

the ultimate Paleoista, Nell Stephenson knows exactly how to incorporate the Paleo diet into

one’s day-to-day life with ease, efficiency, and style. Paleoista is an easy-to-follow guide for any

woman interested in reaching her healthiest potential and includes:-A Kitchen Makeover

Guide,to get started on the right foot.-A Healthy Grocery Store Field Trip,to stock a Paleo-

friendly kitchen.-Two Weekly “Hours in the Kitchen,”to prep a week’s worth of meals ahead of

time.-A Move-to-Lose Plan,to show you what to do with all your extra energy!-Sticking with It

Socially,to prepare for ordering at restaurants, traveling, keeping your kids Paleo, and getting

together with friends without compromising your Paleo eating plan.-More than fifty simple,

delicious Paleo recipes!



WHY SHOULD YOU BECOME A PALEOISTA?You will effortlessly become the leanest you’ve

ever been.Your skin will be so radiant that people will think you’re ten years younger.You’ll have

boundless energy to accomplish everything on your to-do list.You’ll enjoy delicious, decadent

food at every single meal.You’ll never have to diet or feel deprived again!“Nell does a brilliant

job of simplifying the practical aspects of the Paleo diet for women of all ages and all walks of

life with Paleoista. If you want to know the ins and outs of implementing the world’s healthiest

diet for yourself, for loved ones, and family, this book is absolutely essential reading.!”—Loren

Cordain, PhD, author of The Paleo DietTHE PALEO DIET grows out of the belief that we were

intended to eat off the land: what walks on it, grows from it, or swims in its waters. It’s about

sticking to the kind of foods that human beings were born to ingest (fresh fruits and vegetables,

seafood, lean meats, and natural fats), and excluding those that were developed later (grains,

legumes, dairy products, salt, refined sugar, and processed oils).But who, exactly, is a

Paleoista? She is the embodiment of the modern day Paleo lifestyle. She’s feminine, fit, and

knows that eating Paleo will give her the boundless energy she needs to maintain her insanely

busy lifestyle. As the ultimate Paleoista, Nell Stephenson knows exactly how to incorporate the

Paleo diet into one’s day-to-day life with ease, efficiency, and style. Paleoista is an easy-to-

follow guide for any woman interested in reaching her healthiest potential and includes:A

Kitchen Makeover Guide,to get started on the right footA Healthy Grocery Store Field Trip,to

stock a Paleo-friendly kitchenTwo Weekly “Hours in the Kitchen,”to prep a week’s worth of

meals ahead of timeA Move-to-Lose Plan,to show you what to do with all your extra

energySticking with It Socially,including how to order at restaurants, go to a party, travel, keep

your kids Paleo, and get together with friends without compromising your Paleo eating planAnd

More Than Fifty Simple, Delicious Paleo Recipes!Whether you’re trying Paleo to lose a few

pounds, have a clearer complexion, support a gluten-free diet, or achieve your peak athletic

condition, Paleoista shows how you can reach your optimal level of health without that all-too-

common, restrictive feeling of being on a diet.Nell Stephenson collaborated on The Paleo Diet

Cookbook with Loren Cordain, PhD, and Lorrie Cordain. She is a private fitness trainer and

nutritional consultant. She also runs a global custom Paleo nutritional counseling business on

her website, . She lives in Los Angeles with her husband, Chris, and their two dogs, Graham

and Daisy, all of whom are also, of course, Paleo athletes.MEET THE AUTHORS, WATCH
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PrescriptionMy Paleo research has always been oriented toward establishing basic scientific

underpinnings for the “ancestral health” concept. That’s necessary, of course, but hardly

sufficient. What persons who’ve just decided to adopt the Paleo approach need far more is

practical, down-to-earth information about how it’s done. Fortunately, that’s just what Paleoista

provides. Nell Stephenson has a genius for explaining the whys, whats, and hows involved in a

Paleo lifestyle. Her advice on smart shopping, kitchen equipment, food preparation, and

cooking techniques is clearly the result of real-world experience refined by thoughtful analysis.

Ditto what she writes about exercise, parenting, eating out, and traveling.The Paleo way really

isn’t difficult or complicated, but it does involve making changes that, at first, seem a bit

challenging. Stephenson provides superb coaching that can help a person make it through the

initial adjustment phase, and her advice is equally helpful for those times, later in the process,

when enthusiasm wanes or temptation becomes an issue. Because Paleoista is based on

Stephenson’s experience with people whose life circumstances, motivations, and objectives

vary widely, she’s developed coping techniques that are appropriate for lots of different

scenarios—most likely including one pretty much like yours.That Paleoista is oriented towards

women makes it uniquely valuable—but not just for females! Personally, I’ve been living Paleo

for thirty years, yet Paleoista has given me numerous tips, insights, and ideas I hadn’t

considered.I think you’ll enjoy reading this book; the writing style is clear and entertaining, not

preachy or condescending. It will help you become healthier, happier, and more attractive;

that’s super important on the personal level. However, there’s another way of assessing the

book’s potential role. The world is experiencing epidemics of obesity, diabetes, autoimmune

conditions, and other “diseases of civilization.” They’re tragic for the individuals involved, but



they affect us all by increasing health care costs while drawing down our limited health care

resources. Paleoista should be a significant resource in our battle against these preventable

scourges. In my opinion, it’s bound to become a classic.1WHO IS A PALEOISTA?Why Paleo Is

Right for You Feminine, fashionable, and fit, a Paleoista is a woman who eats, breathes, and

lives the Paleo lifestyle.You’ve heard of Paleo, right? I’m assuming so, or you probably wouldn’t

have picked up this book. The Paleo diet is a way of eating that best mimics the diet of our

hunter-gatherer ancestors, a balance of lean meats, seafood, vegetables, fruits, and some raw

nuts here and there. These are the foods we were genetically meant to be eating, not the

processed, refined foods that comprise the bulk of so many people’s diets today.The Paleo diet

has garnered a lot of attention in recent years, and some clever folks even call it the “caveman

diet”—in other words, you are eating like your prehistoric ancestors ate. It’s an appealing

premise, and it’s a healthy one, too. Athletes follow the Paleo diet for peak performance. People

with auto-immune conditions find their symptoms can be greatly reduced. Those who have

lived with acne for years begin to see improvement after days on Paleo, and people who share

the common goal of simply wanting to feel better notice changes after a very short period of

changing their diets and lifestyle.There’s a whole community around this style of eating that

some people call the “ancestral health” movement, and it’s been gaining attention and traction

in recent years.So this is Paleo. But what or who is a Paleoista?Think of her as one who follows

the Paleo diet in a modern, stylish manner. Why is this necessary, you might ask? There are

already some amazing Paleo books out there, filled with great information and smart insights.

However, for all the reading and research I’ve done on this topic, I still felt like something was

missing. Most of the information out there, whether we’re talking books, websites, or lectures, is

coming from the male perspective, and sometimes from the “caveman” or “primal” bent. I would

like to be clear and state that I’m not saying there is anything wrong with that. Modern-day

men, just as much as women, greatly benefit by eating the Paleo way, and if thinking about

health in these terms gets you eating food and moving, then I think that’s great!However, not

only do some men not identify with the “cavie” approach; I’ve found that many women do not,

either. Simply put, I wrote the Paleo book I personally wanted to read when I first started

following Paleo but couldn’t ever find on the bookshelf. I embrace the Paleo diet, but I don’t

think of myself as a cavewoman—that’s a little too primal for my taste.I coined the term

“Paleoista” to represent who I am—the Original Paleoista—and what I teach and represent: a

successful, healthy, fit wife/businesswoman/athlete/professional who easily, efficiently, and

effectively eats, breathes, and lives the Paleo lifestyle without forgoing style, poise, or

professionalism.I’ve chosen to share my own journey to Paleo as the first of several case

studies in this book. Paleo really can work for everybody. I hope you can identify with at least

one—if not several—of the subjects in the book, and that they (and I) will inspire you to dive in

and commit to a delicious, healthy new lifestyle. More on my journey to a Paleo diet later in this

chapter.SO WHO IS A PALEOISTA?Maybe she’s you! Perhaps not yet, but you’ve picked up

this book, which is the first step, so you’re already a Paleoista in the making!A Paleoista is

feminine, fit, and fantastic.By following the Paleo diet, she’s become the leanest she’s ever

been, and her skin is so radiant that people think she’s ten years younger than she is. She’s

got boundless energy to perform at the highest caliber at work, get everything on her to-do list

done, and still have time to shop, cook, and enjoy a lovely, decadent Paleo meal each night

with her family . . . all while making it seem effortless and stylish.Sound like a fantasy? It

doesn’t have to be. I’m going to show you how it’s done.WHAT DO YOU ACTUALLY EAT ON

THE PALEO DIET?Part of my grandiose career mission (which, to get right to the point, is to

change the way America eats) is to correct the misapprehensions about what Paleo is and



what it is not. By the time you’re through reading this book, you’ll have a very good

understanding of it, as well as how easy it is to live it and love it.Paleo is not difficult to

understand: there are no odd rules or regulations, and it’s very straightforward. You’re going to

be eating real, unprocessed, unadulterated food, and you’re not going to be eating any junk. In

other words, you’ll be eating food and you will not be eating anything that isn’t food.Did what’s

on your plate once run across the land or swim in the sea? That’s food.Is it a leaf or a fruit?

Food, again.Did it come in a wrapper with an ingredient panel twenty items long? Or is it a

fluorescent, chartreuse liquid in a shiny plastic bottle with a well-known sports hero on the

label? Probably not something you want to put in your body.You can’t argue with the fact that a

diet rich in fresh fruits and veggies, free-range, wild, or grass-fed proteins and healthful,

unrefined fats is a commonsense way of eating that mimics how our ancestors ate. Combine

that with removing processed, refined former-foods from the table and you’re left with a

(delicious) recipe for success!In a (wal)nut shell, the Paleo diet is a way of eating based on

what our ancestors, the Paleolithic people, consumed. Also known as “hunter-gatherers,” they

simply ate animals and plants that lived in the sea and grew on or ran across the face of the

Earth during their era.In other words, they ate food.They did not eat fake food.What is fake

food?In my book, fake food is anything that may or may not have once been food, but has been

so refined, processed, and combined with products that were not available to Paleo people that

it no longer resembles something we’d put in our bodies for nourishment.Therefore, these are

things that we are not meant to be eating. Foods that we Paleoistas do not eat include anything

made with or derived from grains, dairy, legumes or refined sugars.Is your normal routine to

stop at the coffee shop en route to work and pick up a cupcake and a milkshake for breakfast?

(That’s what I call those muffins the size of small cakes and the iced sugary, milky coffee drinks

you find at many coffee kiosks, because, really, that’s what they are.)Do you frequently eat

wraps for lunch consisting of tortillas or pita bread, loaded up with low-fat cheese and hummus,

and convince yourself you’re getting your veggies in via the tablespoon of shredded iceberg

lettuce? (Incidentally, why are wraps seen as being any more healthful than sandwiches, when

they are really nothing more than bread in a flatter shape?)Does dinner tend to be a

“healthy” (as it’s so labeled) diet frozen dinner, purchased in a hurry and eaten in an equally

rushed manner?Eating foodstuffs such as these, made from modern-day überprocessed

products, leads to a plethora of maladies, including but not limited to: leaky gut syndrome, IBS

(irritable bowel syndrome), Crohn’s disease, colitis, acne, joint pain, chronic fatigue,

exacerbation of autoimmune conditions, and a suppressed immune system . . . just to name

some of the many, many issues and illnesses related to eating according to today’s

standards.Okay, you might be thinking, refined sugars I can understand. Processed food, too.

But what’s wrong with grains, dairy, and legumes?I understand your concern. I was confused,

too. I believed what I’d learned growing up, as well as what I studied in my nutrition classes at

college. “Whole grains are good for you,” I trusted. “Dairy is an important part of one’s diet, in

order to build strong bones,” I was taught. “Legumes are a great way to get protein if you opt for

a vegan diet,” I understood.What I’m about to explain is likely going to challenge your current

belief system about food, so please continue with an open-minded approach.In very simple

terms, grains—yes, even the gluten-free ones—and legumes both contain antinutrient

properties inherent to their very structure that serve to protect them from invaders like pests

and chemicals when they are in plant form. Those very same mechanisms, once ingested by

us humans, are what cause harm to our bodies, beginning with our GI (gastrointestinal) tracts.

They bind to nutrients in the real, whole food we eat and prevent us from properly absorbing

them. In addition, they create microscopic lesions in our intestines and allow proteins to leak



out into our bloodstream and peritoneum, which our bodies react to as they would any foreign

invader. Over time, this begins to cause inflammation, not just in our guts but in systems

throughout our entire bodies.Eventually, this can lead to infection, and we see the beginning of

an overall system failure of our bodies. It may start out mildly, but keep eating this way and over

time things are going to start going south in varying degrees in all of us.Dairy is not a Paleo

option either, with one exception: if you’re an infant and you’re breastfeeding (from the same

species, by the way), then milk is a good idea. Otherwise, it’s not. Dairy products, and hard

cheese in particular, produce net acid loads in the body, forcing the leaching of calcium from

the bones in order to try to buffer the body’s pH back to basic. Guess where that leads you,

over time? Straight to osteopenia and osteoporosis. Still thinking Milk does a body good?We’ll

go into actual food lists of what you should and should not eat in Chapter 3. And you’ll find over

fifty delicious recipes in Chapter 9 to help get you and your soon-to-be Paleo palate fired up!

One thing I can promise you: it is possible—even easy—to eat tasty, satisfying meals while still

following a Paleo diet.IS PALEO RIGHT FOR ME?Wondering how to tell whether Paleo is right

for you? Over the years, I’ve worked with many clients around the world, some of whom you’ll

have the great pleasure to meet via their case studies in the book. They come from different

backgrounds and have different lives, but all of them have found that Paleo is, indeed, the way

to eat for them.• A busy fifty-something schoolteacher in Seattle learned that eating Paleo was

an easy-to-follow method of keeping her energy levels high while teaching high school.• A US

servicewoman deployed in Afghanistan found the Paleo diet was her ticket to better health,

despite the limits of the foods offered to our troops by the US military.• A Paleo couple began

following the Paleo diet for very different reasons, but mutually concluded that it’s the only way

to go.• An aspiring Olympian found Paleo was the only way she was able to maintain her

weight for her sport, while being able to fuel properly and not miss a beat during training.• A

sixty-something mom with MS and chronic migraines found pain-free living and a huge

alleviation of symptoms once she adapted Paleo.And so on, and so on, and so on. Still not

convinced? Answer the following ten questions and figure it out for yourself.1. Are you tired

of . . . being tired?2. Do you feel confused as to why you don’t have a constant, steady supply

of energy throughout the day?3. Would you like to have a more radiant complexion?4. Could

your digestive system use some improvement?5. If you’re an athlete, does your training and

recovery nutrition leave a lot to be desired?6. Have you been searching for an easy but healthy

way to shop and cook for yourself and your family?7. Could you stand to lose a few pounds and

inches around the middle?8. Wondering why your daily trips to the gym are not producing the

results you want?9. Are you in search of an eating plan that will lessen autoimmune symptoms?

10. Have you reached a point in your life at which not feeling great all the time is simply no

longer acceptable?If you’ve answered “yes” to any of the questions above, then this is the book

and Paleo is the lifestyle for you.IS THE PALEO DIET TOUGH TO FOLLOW?Is Paleo “hard”?

Well, perhaps it is in the beginning, just as it is when you’re trying to make any major,

permanent changes in your life. But remember, please, that everything worth anything is worth

fighting for—or in this case, worth sticking to—in order to see the long-term results!It does take

some time to undo years of unhealthy choices and reprogram your body to eat in this new

manner. But think about it: you also didn’t reach an unhealthy weight, adopt unhealthy eating

habits, or lose your energy in just a few days. So you’re not really being all that fair to yourself if

you think you’ll turn the consequences of those habits around in a short period of time.Yes, it

can be challenging to make the adjustment at first. But after talking with hundreds of people

who have made the transition to a Paleo lifestyle—my clients, friends, family, and blog readers

—I’ve found most of us share the same experience. We all thought Paleo sounded so radical,



at first. But once we started eating this way and realized how suddenly, dramatically better we

began to feel, we embraced this new way of eating wholeheartedly. Now we don’t want to

cheat. Seriously.I realize that it may come across that I’m being a bit “sales-y” here. Here’s the

cool thing, though: guess what I’m “selling”? Something that’s free. An idea. The idea that you

should just eat food and not eat anything else. No pills, powders, or potions. Just eat food. And

move.Will you buy that?One of our case studies, Miriam, about whom you’ll read later on, also

found that the idea of being purely Paleo was actually far more daunting than the reality of it.

She was partly Paleo for a few months before deciding to give it a full go, and was pleasantly

surprised that it was far easier than she’d ever imagined.Far too many of us have become

enthralled with the idea of a quick fix when it comes to our health, as evidenced by all the

fitness and nutrition gimmicks out there, most of which don’t work, and some of which are

downright dangerous.Take a deep breath and let this go in: if you’ve ever planned for and then

completed anything in your life that was significant to you, then you’ve already proven to

yourself that you have what it takes to succeed at Paleo. You can learn all about this healthy

lifestyle and implement it for the sake of your own health and well-being, and also for that of

your children and family.Forget everything you think you know about how to “diet” for weight

loss. Paleo is the newest (oldest) way to eat for optimum health.Paleoista ProfileFor me, going

Paleo wasn’t as difficult as I thought it might be. I stumbled across something called “The Paleo

Diet” in 2005 while doing an online search for anything and everything that could possibly be

causing my unexplained GI distress. I’d been dealing with these issues for much of my life, but

my discomfort had reached a new, unbearable level two years earlier.Despite being a really

active kid (running and swimming since age four), then later an avid gym bunny (yes, I’ll admit

it: I couldn’t get enough of the Stairmaster and Nautilus circuit training equipment in the early

1990s), and later still a triathlete, I’d always had what was considered to be a sensitive

stomach growing up. And I never could quite figure out what the triggers to cause an upset

were.I can recall sitting in class at age twelve and trying to discreetly fold my arms across my

abdomen in a futile attempt to counter the pressure I would feel from what I now know was

bloating. At one point, my pediatrician suggested adding some prunes to my diet and omitting

raw veggies as they were likely “too harsh for me to digest.” Both of these recommendations, I

knew even then, were totally wrong for me.Despite the chronic GI issues that I’d come to

accept as just part of my day-to-day life (yes, I’d “settled,” at least temporarily), I was still pretty

healthy and fit. I completed my BSc degree in exercise science and studied nutrition at the

University of Southern California, so I felt very well informed as to what a proper diet consisted

of. I then went to work as a personal fitness trainer and nutritional consultant, and soon

thereafter began racing triathlon, first the short course and then a couple of years later the full

Ironman. (By the way, if you’re wondering why I race Ironman—and thinking I might be nuts for

doing so—keep reading!)I followed a “sound” American diet: lots of fruits and veggies but also

whole grains, low-fat dairy, and beans, including the infamous soy and all its derivatives—tofu,

soy milk, and nondairy desserts. But despite looking outwardly very healthy, I was still plagued

with the gastrointestinal issues I’d had since childhood. Feeling ill, though frustrating, became

something I grew used to. Ironically, during the worst of my symptoms, I’d typically reach for

plain saltines—yes, a pure gluten infusion—along with a 7UP soda (because corn syrup is just

great for you!) to soothe my stomach.In an attempt to ease my symptoms and reach peak

athletic condition, I tried all sorts of eating plans, including a two-year stint as a vegan,

prompted largely by ethical concerns. When I was vegan, I wasn’t just a vegan . . . I was an

angry vegan. (You know the type. I was right and everyone else was wrong!) I was eating tons

of soy, fake meat (talk about a gluten festival!) and cereal grains along with my veggies and



fruit.In triathlon, a leaner physique helps. But though I was pretty trim, I still struggled to lose

those last few pounds that would really make me competitive in the sport I loved. I toyed with

the Blood Type Diet and the Zone. Neither really made me feel any different—no change in

energy, or sleep, or training performance, or body fat percentage—and those stomach issues

continued to lurk in the background. I concluded that I’d clearly reached my “set point” weight

(remember that good old theory?). I felt “alright” about the fact that I seemed to always stay at

a healthy weight and body fat percentage rather than reach the leaner physique I coveted. I

also felt okay with being a “pretty good athlete for my age group”—never the winner but also

not the last finisher.What I did not feel fine about was what happened in 2003 and its

consequences. That was when I reached what I refer to as my “gluten tipping point,” when my

body had simply had enough. It’s my belief that everyone has such a gluten tipping point. Mine

occurred after I contracted the waterborne Giardia parasite at an Ironman race that summer. I

began to experience a whole new world of hurt through a host of GI issues, even after

treatment for the parasite. Gone were the days when I just had a slight stomach ache (and the

occasional really bad stomach ache); we’re talking about being doubled over in pain every

single day and not being able to eat anything without severe consequence, culminating with

being afraid to be anywhere that could possibly be too far from a bathroom. That was no way to

live.In addition to going to the ER on more than one occasion when the abdominal pain was so

horrid and my abdomen was visibly distended, I visited three specialists over the next six

months (none of whom asked what I was eating). I tested negative for celiac disease (a test I

had to ask for—after which one specialist told me there was no reason to give up gluten), and I

received but didn’t fill prescriptions for Prozac (since it was “clearly all in my head”) and acid-

reflux meds. One doctor suggested that I start eating more bran muffins, and another

suggested I stop eating raw vegetables as they were “too tough on the system.” (He must have

gone to school with my pediatrician!) I was also told I had IBS, which my health insurance

company kindly added to my medical record as a preexisting condition and grouped in with

colitis.I must state again for emphasis: none of the gastroenterologists asked what I was

eating, even though I came to them with one complaint, and one complaint only: that my GI

system was a wreck! I even brought a food log to show them, and they all shrugged it off,

telling me that what I was eating was not very likely the major cause of what was going

on.Beyond frustrated and unwilling to make taking daily doses of prescription meds my norm, I

began to search for my own answers, beginning with a simple Google search. I learned that

people can have a latent allergy to gluten that can be triggered by stress, trauma, or infection.

(Aha! This would include parasite infection!) At that point, after six months of being sick nearly

every single day, I figured I had nothing to lose and opted to cut gluten for a while.I felt better in

three days.I followed my new and improved healthy-American-diet-without-gluten for about a

year, and although my GI issues were hugely improved, they weren’t completely gone. And the

rest of my body still felt the same. Same triathlon training, same racing results, same average

quality of sleep, same body weight, blah blah blah. Keep in mind that I was still eating the

gluten-free versions of many things including breads, bagels, and pastas, which I thought I

needed as an endurance athlete.I wondered if there could be something else I was eating that

would be causing as profound a negative impact on my health as gluten used to. I picked up

my investigating where I’d left off and I resumed researching online about gluten and related

foods I might want to consider eliminating. And that’s when I found The Paleo Diet by Dr. Loren

Cordain, PhD.I thought I could recall hearing that word, “Paleo,” before, but it conjured up

nothing more than images of boring lectures about dinosaurs (sorry, just being honest . . . and

wrong era, I know!), or a forced trip to a museum in the fourth grade to see fossils.Turns out,



Paleo today refers to more than that!The Paleo Diet’s website explained that it was “a way of

eating that best mimics diets of our hunter-gatherer ancestors—lean meats, seafood,

vegetables, fruits, and nuts.” Not too tricky, is it?I decided to give it a whirl with my then-

boyfriend (who is now my husband, Chris, and also an elite athlete and busy executive). We

took to the diet like the proverbial house on fire. Not only did we experience heightened levels

of energy, we also noticed our training and racing performances improving and our sleep

getting better. And although we were not overweight at the start, we began to effortlessly shed

excess body fat.We did, it’s worth noting, have a very short period during which we both felt a

bit sluggish, sleepy, and as though something were missing in our diets. But thankfully, we’d

also already read The Paleo Diet for Athletes, again by Dr. Cordain with coauthor and

renowned triathlon coach Joe Friel, in which this very topic is discussed. In it, Friel gives his

account of his foray into Paleo, including how his first two weeks were less than desirable. So

we were prepared for this adjustment. Fortunately for Friel and for Chris and me, in week three

the things improved dramatically.I was so profoundly impacted by these huge changes in my

energy level after the brief transitional period—my training and racing performance, my ability

to sleep soundly, and the constant and steady decrease of the number on the scale (which

was, honestly, effortless)—that I began using the same principles with my personal training

and nutritional counseling clients.I’d finally found a way of eating that made sense, didn’t leave

me feeling like I was on one of those awful, restrictive diets, supported my training, and made

me feel better than I’d ever imagined possible. I had never imagined not having a stomach ache

—and now I can’t even remember the last time I’ve had any issues!I just had to write to Dr.

Cordain to thank him.So I did. And to my surprise, he wrote back! Turns out he liked my writing

style and my daily Paleo blog, and he asked if I’d be willing to write for his e-newsletter. Thus,

the “Julie and Julia relationship,” as he kindly coined it, was born. You want the science? Refer

to Dr. Cordain’s work. Need a tip on how to Paleo-ize a recipe or advice on how to keep Paleo

at your monthly book club? I’m your gal!I helped him develop the Paleo Implementation

Program in 2008 and, in 2010, was invited to coauthor The Paleo Diet Cookbook, an honor that

I gladly accepted.I now work with clients around the world online to educate them about how to

easily integrate all the principles of the Paleo diet lifestyle into their day-to-day living. I’ve had

the good fortune to work with women, men, older clients, younger clients, athletes—both elite

and beginner—students, moms, dads, people with autoimmune disease, clients with acne,

diabetes, and hypercholesterolemia or who are overweight . . . all of whom have reaped huge

benefits by following the very same diet. Clients experienced their blood pressure normalizing,

their quality of sleep improving, their energy levels throughout the day boosted, acne

disappearing, and ability to recover after exercise increasing. Regardless of the reason they

were intrigued by Paleo in the first place, they all found it to be the easy recipe to better

health.Generally speaking, if you’re a mammal, Paleo is the way to go.As with everything, there

are caveats. Some people may need to go a little above and beyond normal Paleo to make it

theirs. Those who have an autoimmune issue or acne, for example, might need to avoid certain

foods that the standard Paleo diet includes, such as the nightshade plants and eggs.Others

have an allergy (which, quite often, subsides once following Paleo) to a particular fruit or nuts,

and sometimes clients simply state that they don’t “like” a particular food. (I will admit that if

someone says they don’t like anything from the veggie world, I still try to sneak it in. Often it’s

because the only way they’ve eaten particular veggie before has been from a can, doused in

way too much sodium, or boiled to a mush the way grandma used to make it! That’s where

some of the delicious new recipes in this book will come in handy.)I’ve included a case study in

each chapter on all different sorts of Paleoistas, from all around the world, with whom I’ve had



the great pleasure to work. It wouldn’t be all that practical or realistic if this whole book were

about a diet that only one person (me) has had success with. Rather, the women I’ve worked

with, and who have been kind enough to share their stories, run the gamut from mom to athlete

to executive.Read about Tonya, a US servicewoman deployed in Afghanistan and keeping

Paleo in a very non-Paleo environment (the military); Miriam, a fit, fifty-something

schoolteacher in Seattle; and Ursula, a world-champion rower whose performance improved so

significantly once she began following the Paleo diet that she is hoping to go to the London

Olympics in 2012. The stories of these three women, along with other successful Paleoistas

who have graciously allowed me to include their tales in my book, will hopefully serve to

motivate you and prompt you to go ahead and give it a try!It is not a lifestyle that only suits one

type of woman; it suits all of us. It is literally the diet we were born to eat. Women from all walks

of life, from all around the globe, can share this in common: being healthy, fit, and hip . . .Being

a Paleoista!2WHY IS PALEO THE WAY TO GO?The New “Health Food” How many steps did it

take for the items on your plate to get there from where they grew, or ran, or swam? What sort

of refinement, processing or chemical alteration did your food endure before getting neatly

packaged up in plastic, merchandized on the supermarket shelf, and then, perhaps a few

months—or, gasp, years!—later defrosted, microwaved, and finally consumed . . . by you?THE

PREVALENCE OF PROCESSED FOODHow would you feel about eating some potato chips

and a microwaveable pizza that were packaged up ages ago? Unfortunately, this happens all

the time. I’m not making this up! With today’s additives, preservatives, and chemicals, some

stuff that’s sold as “food” has a shelf life of not weeks, not months, but years.Maybe you don’t

feel this applies to your diet. Nope, not at all—because you eat a “healthy” diet. You don’t eat

much junk food, you hardly ever stop at the nearest fast-food place, and you only have the

occasional cookie . . . but somehow, you still feel like you’re simply not at your best. Perhaps

you’re of the mind-set that you should “eat everything in moderation.”You’re not alone, and

you’re not the only one who is baffled about what to eat, when to eat it, and how much of it to

eat. We get a lot of confusing, contradictory messages about what is and is not “healthy.” The

one commonality in many of the current health or weight-loss books, trends, pills, and

regimens is this: they don’t take into account what we, as humans, are supposed to be eating.If

we look back to our Paleo ancestors, and follow their diet, we see a diet filled with food, and

lacking in anything processed.Thanks to decades of research from Dr. S. Boyd Eaton, MD, and

Dr. Loren Cordain, PhD, those of us who do not hold doctorates in the sciences can review the

evidence and the “why” behind Paleo, simply by referring to their work.When we eat real, whole

food, we allow our bodies the chance to detoxify themselves from years of consuming less-

than-ideal foods including grains, legumes, dairy, refined sugars, and chemically altered

oils.Guess what happens next?We learn how real food tastes and how to allow our natural

hunger cues to tell us when to eat.It has been shown that eating refined, sugary, greasy foods

triggers the brain to release dopamine, a neurotransmitter associated with the pleasure center

of the brain. People can become conditioned to eating these foods in order to achieve this

result without even being conscious of it!It’s not an exaggeration for people to say they have a

sugar addiction. There is an actual chemical reaction going on here, which is why “just a little”

refined sugar is still too much. Cut it out!When we start eating real food, we start to have more

energy. We can move more easily. We stop wanting processed (non)foods, sugars, and salt. (It

may be hard to believe, but I promise you that the idea of eating that molten chocolate lava

cake is now no more appealing to me than eating the cardboard box the mix came in!)Once we

start eating real food, our taste buds once again taste the natural flavors of what we eat. We

lose excess fat, and sliding into that sexy little black dress that hasn’t been worn since before



the baby becomes effortless. We get healthier. After a relatively short period of time, we no

longer want those foods that we used to choose or crave, as we begin to identify and pair

consumption of those unhealthful foods with the many maladies they either cause or

exacerbate.This might sound harsh, but here it goes: even one bite or one sip of the wrong

foods (hello, corn syrup!) is enough to keep one from being in balance physiologically, to cause

cravings and blood sugar crashes, and to prevent one from losing those extra pounds. Eating

just a little bit of white sugar here and there, or a spot of dairy in coffee is, indeed, enough to

continue to trigger the mechanism in the brain that makes it seem like a good idea to keep

eating more of the same.The bottom line is that again, we have a choice in the matter. Clients

often tell me that they’ve tried everything else before trying Paleo because they used to think it

would be “too radical” of a program to follow. They come to Paleo out of desperation, and

before they know it they are feeling great, wishing they had adopted this eating plan much

sooner.You don’t have to wait until you’re very ill, or you have zero energy, or you’re beyond

sick and tired of your adult acne. You can give it a whirl today. Even if you think you’re feeling

fantastic now, why not try Paleo and see if you might feel even better? What have you got to

lose?SO WHAT EXACTLY DID OUR ANCESTORS EAT?You don’t have to be a scientist to

know and understand what hunter-gathers ate. Think about it. What was around then? What

wasn’t?To put it simply, what couldn’t they have eaten? Anything processed. We’ve already

covered that.Also, there were no dairy farms so there was no milk. Have you ever seen a

drawing of an aurochs, the ancestor of the modern-day cow that were around then? Trust me,

you would not have wanted to try milking one of those horned beasts. (Incidentally, don’t you

think it’s odd that we are the only species that a) drinks milk past the very early stages of life

and b) drinks milk from another species? Have you ever seen a horse drinking milk from a

dog?)It was before the agricultural revolution, so people weren’t cultivating cereal grains or

their by-products. White sugar? Forget it. Fats, hydrogenated in a laboratory? Not a chance.

They ate what they could kill, pick, or forage.What exactly did they eat, though?Well, it wasn’t

raw dinosaur meat, as I’ve been asked in a joking manner way too many times for it to be funny

anymore. (There was actually a period of millions of years between the times when dinosaurs

roamed the earth and when man first appeared, if you really want to know.)They ate plants.

And animals. Translation: vegetables, fruits, fish, game meat, and maybe some nuts. Perhaps

the occasional bit of honey if they happened to pass the rare beehive.That’s what you eat on

the Paleo diet: Food.PALEO VERSUS LOW-CARBPerhaps you’re reading this and saying to

yourself, Okay, I get it. This is just another take on a low-carb diet. I’ve done the no-carbs/

Atkins diet before. I learned a little about the long-term effects of eating refined carbs, but I

couldn’t keep following that forever and I just went back to normal eating. Plus, my friends told

me I had body odor when I was only eating all that bacon and cheese!Before we get into what

your normal may have been, let me first address how the Paleo diet varies from low-carb diets.

I must say I shudder a little when people comment to me that they cannot believe I train and

race Ironman without eating carbs. What do they think fruit and vegetables are?The

carbohydrate group is not made up of just bagels, pasta, and rice, people! Fruit and vegetables

are, indeed, carbohydrates. The difference, however, is that they’re real, unprocessed

carbohydrates.Choose from several of the popular low-carb diets and you’ll find all sorts of

recommendations, some bordering on schemes or gimmicks, some making little to no sense at

all, and others perhaps completely crazy!I don’t find any diet plan very credible when it:•

Suggests eating “diet” foods, as in diet cookies, diet ice cream, and diet sodas, all of which are

possibly even more refined than their regular counterparts. In addition, these food often feature

tasty ingredients like the sugar alcohols maltitol and sorbitol (which are also used as laxatives),



hydrogenated oils (which do a great job at increasing shelf life from weeks to years), and dyes

(because we grown women just must have bright orange beverages, right?). The rule of thumb

is: if you cannot identify any of the items in the ingredient list as food, you probably don’t want

to put it in your mouth.• Shuns parts of any of the real food groups. To clarify, you might be

reading this and thinking, “Doesn’t the Paleo diet omit entire food groups?” No. In my view,

again, the real foods are vegetables, fruits, natural proteins, and fats. Dairy, legumes, and

grains are not food in my book, and now, they’re not in yours, either! What makes no sense to

me in this realm is making blanket statements like “bananas are bad for you” “don’t eat the skin

of a salmon fillet” or “don’t eat after 7 P.M.” Often, these urban legends come from some

random person who has found a formula for doing things that happens to work for him or her

and then capitalized on it by taking bits and pieces of what they’ve done and selling them as

the magic trick of weight loss.• Suggests outdated approaches based on old-fashioned

methodology, like the whole low-fat thing. Oh dear, don’t even get me started! Oops . . . too late.

I also fell prey to this style of eating in the early 1990s. Remember good old Entenmann’s fat-

free cakes and Nabisco’s SnackWell’s fat-free cookies? Do you recall thinking that “fat-free”

meant Eat as much as you want? Look where that got us. And I hate to say it, but I see the

gluten-free trend going the same way.The Paleo diet is not a no-carb diet. It’s just a lower carb

diet than the typical American diet, which is around 50 percent carbohydrates, 35 percent fat,

and only 15 percent protein. If the average American is overweight and often obese (30

percent of adults are obese as this book is being written), and they’re eating the macronutrient

ratio above, why do we think it’s such a good plan? The Paleo diet has a macronutrient ratio of

closer to 40 percent carbohydrates, 30 percent fat and 30 percent protein.Do you feel better

now, knowing that you’re not going to be eating a diet high in fat? That’s one thing that clients

often freak out about—the concept of eating what they see as “too much” fat, for fear that it will

make them fat. It won’t. Trust me on this, and keep reading. It’s a simple swap: you’ll just be

eating more olive oil or avocado with your salmon and veggies instead of brown rice. Do you

really think that people become obese by eating too much olive oil on their broccoli?And what

about the unpleasant scent that you (or your friends) may have noticed emanating from your

body when you tried zero carbs? That would have been a result of ketosis, a condition in which

levels of ketones in the blood are elevated. Ketone bodies can form when the body is either not

getting enough calories, as in anorexia or starvation, as well as situations where one is relying

solely on protein and fat to make up their entire diet with too little or no carbohydrates. The

odor in question is a result of acetone radiating from your pores—which is a telltale sign that

your kidneys are working overtime. Ketosis can be a serious condition if ketone levels go too

high.So how does one avoid going into ketosis? By eating Paleo. Why? Because Paleo is not a

no-carb diet. If you follow the Paleo diet correctly, you’ll be eating copious amounts of fresh

veggies and lovely fresh fruits, both of which are carbs—good carbs.THE PROBLEMS WITH

SOME “HEALTHY” FOODSWhat was your “normal” before you tried the typical low-carb diet?

Maybe you are someone who wasn’t making obvious poor food choices, like eating nachos and

drinking beer every day or having an ice cream and cookies festival late at night, so you’re not

sure what the problem was.Let’s troubleshoot.Did your normal include a whole-wheat bagel or

energy bar at breakfast? A moderate portion of quinoa* with lunch? A side of black beans and

low-fat cheese along with your dinner?If so, we’ve already identified the problem. Each of those

meals contain foods that are not food for the purposes of this book. Why? In addition to the

minor detail that they were not part of the hunter-gatherers’ diet, we know from The Paleo Diet

by Dr. Cordain, PhD, that those meals contain:1. “Antinutrients”: chemicals that block

absorption of certain vitamins and minerals, which include:Lectins: substances that can bind



with almost any tissue in the body and cause serious problems. Lectins are proteins found in

all grains, so please don’t kid yourself by thinking those gluten-free cookies are a good idea!

Saponins: substances that degrade the intestinal lining and increase gut permeability, found in

all legumes and, in particular, in very high levels in soy and all its derivative products. Other

foods are also quite high in saponins, including some root beer and the skin of white potatoes;

another reason to avoid them. Don’t forget that peanuts fall into this category as well; they’re

not nuts.2. Dairy products create a net acid load in the body. Interesting that despite containing

high levels of calcium, these products are so acidic they create a net-acidic environment in the

body, thereby leaving you with less net calcium balance at the end of the day than if you’d

simply eaten several servings of a calcium-containing veggie! Also of note is the extremely

high insulin response that occurs as a result of ingesting dairy. Milk so does not do a body

good . . . unless you’re a breastfeeding infant nursing from your mom who is the same species

as you.Dr. Cordain also outlines seven easy fixes to address each one of seven major

problems with the typical American diet.Dr. Cordain’s Seven Ways to Clean Up Your Diet1. Eat

more protein. In the average American diet, protein comprises only 15 percent of the diet,

which is clearly not enough when compared to 20 to 35 percent of Paleolithic man’s diet. If

you’re interested in losing weight, you’ll be particularly engaged in this facet of the Paleo diet:

lean, clean protein satisfies the appetite and improves insulin sensitivity, and its thermic effect

increases the number of calories you expend per day. If you’re not interested in losing weight,

this should still be important to you, as consuming sufficient protein provides balanced energy

levels throughout the day, stimulates clear, concise thinking (how do you feel when you return

to work after eating a huge dump of pasta? Better or worse than if you’d eaten a crisp, fresh

arugula and salmon salad?) and supports all the systems of the body as a whole to run at top

efficiency.2. Eat more fresh vegetables and fruit. Can you really argue with this point? Our

ancestors ate about 35 percent of their diet as unprocessed complex carbohydrates (again:

fruits and vegetables). Today’s typical diet is made of an appalling 50 percent unfavorable

carbs, which are mostly refined pastas, breads, and cereal grains, and for athletes who listen

to the guidelines provided by the good old food pyramid—or sorry, the new MyPlate—it’s even

higher, close to 70 percent refined carbohydrates. And this for people who are pushing their

bodies to perform at very high levels, sometimes multiple times per day. Don’t even get me

started on what one recent multiple Olympic gold medal–winning swimmer divulged as his

staples.3. Eat more fiber. This task you’ll naturally fulfill by adhering to principle number two. A

very commonly asked question I receive from my clients is “How will I get enough fiber if I cut

out grains?” Actually, whole grains pale dramatically in fiber content when you compare them to

fruits (twice the fiber in grains) and vegetables (eight times the fiber), both without the negative

side effects of the “antinutrient” components in grains. If you think you’ve tried the Paleo diet

before and felt as though things had slowed to a halt in the digestive arena, you were probably

not eating enough veggies and fruit. When followed properly, digestion is as regular as

clockwork . . . or maybe a sundial!4. Eat good fat. Avocado? Absolutely. Fish oil? For sure!

Margarine? Maybe not. Actually, definitely not. Paleo people didn’t eat hydrogenated oil and

manufactured synthetic fats; they didn’t exist! They ate natural fats, with the proper omega 3:6

ratio, and fat comprised 30 to 40 percent of their diet. Hydrogenated oils are good for one

purpose only: to significantly lengthen the shelf life of packaged goods. So for those big, bad

manufacturers out there whose best interest lies where the money is, of course adding

hydrogenated oils to all sorts of food by-products makes perfect sense. Nice to know you could

buy a tube of those potato chips today, save them for two decades before opening them, and

they’d look, taste, and smell the same!5. Eat more potassium and less sodium. Fresh fruits and



vegetables are naturally rich in potassium and low in sodium. Unfortunately, the current trend is

just the opposite. As so many people are eating too much processed food, they’re getting way

too much sodium and not enough potassium. I’m sure you already know that too much sodium

in your diet is not healthy. Cut out the added salt and watch your “cankles” turn into the svelte

ankles you probably never knew you could attain!6. Get back to basic (pH). An acidic diet

creates an acidic pH in the body. This then creates a perfect environment for our kidneys to

work overtime in order to struggle to return the body to an alkaline or basic pH. How does it do

this? It leaches calcium from the bones in order to attempt to buffer the acid in the blood, which

over time contributes to bone loss, muscle loss, high blood pressure, and kidney stones. Quite

ironic that dairy products, which as stated above are quite acidic yet are touted as being a

great way to build the bones.7. Eat more plants. Not eating enough vegetables and fruits leads

to deficiencies in vitamins C, A, and B (including folate that when lacking is a leading cause of

birth defects), iron, zinc, and calcium, all of which are an integral part of a nutritionally

balanced, sound diet. Seriously, ladies, our moms and grandmas were right about this one: eat

your veggies! (Even if their preparation skills left a lot to be desired, they were correct in their

advice.)Not integrating these seven major factors into the very foundation of today’s diet has

collectively contributed to the current state of health (or lack thereof) that we are faced with

today. Obesity, diabetes, heart disease, autoimmune disease, osteoporosis, acne, and cancers

are but a few of the many illnesses that are caused by, or worsened by, the lack of proper

nutrition and exercise.Have you ever stopped to flip through the pages of one of the trendy

health magazines and counted the number of ads for prescription meds for every issue from

ruddy skin to depression to acid reflux? It’s become so easy to just pop a pill for whatever ails

you. The indirect message is: Keep eating what you’re eating, even if it’s causing harm to your

body. Then take a pill, suppress your body’s natural reaction to the toxin you’re giving it, add

some side effects from the medicine, and keep doing what you’re doing.I worked with a client

whose chief complaint was acid reflux. Her MD had (not surprisingly) given her a prescription

for this, and hadn’t even asked what her diet consisted of. This client, a former collegiate

basketball player just approaching her early thirties, was just starting to realize she could no

longer get away with the poor eating habits that previously didn’t seem to cause her any harm.

In particular, she had a cheese habit. Cambezola Black label, Brie de Meaux, and Humboldt

Fog chèvre were among her daily indulgences. She not only ate cheese, she ate a lot of

cheese, and ate it often throughout the day, including before she’d show up for workouts.Every

time she ate cheese, it would leave an uncomfortable, acidic feeling in her throat. However,

rather than putting two and two together and deciding to omit that food and see if she’d feel

better, she opted to keep eating the cheese, then feel awful, then pop a pill to suppress her

body’s reaction—and then she could keep eating cheese.
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Kara Marotta, “EATING LIKE A CAVEMAN CAN BE CHIC. LOVE LOVE LOVE! This book is

perfect for the fun girly reader, the writing style reminded me a lot of "Skinny Bitch". The book

was informative for what the paleo lifestyle entails and why certain foods (that are even thought

to be healthy) aren't good for you. It all makes sense! I have 2 autoimmune diseases and since

following Nell's plan I have gained some pain relief, I'm not constipated, I have a better

relationship with food, and I have more energy. I'm glad I was introduced to this lifestyle with

Paleoista! Eating like a caveman can be chic ;)”

Kathy C., “effect of eating Paleo and the recipes are easy to follow. Provided what I was looking

for in explanations, effect of eating Paleo and the recipes are easy to follow. This author

explains her motivation and journey to eating Paleo. It does appear she was already eating as

healthy diet was possible, but this approach has provided her with additional benefits.”

Estell Peterson, “Easy Life Change. I find this life change diet...very easy to follow. Eliminating,

bread, pasta, rice, beans...is easy for my husband and I. You don't have to weigh, measure,

count points...etc. You simply eliminate certain food groups from your diet. I am loosing weight

and don't miss the food.  Thanks, Estella”

TX Shopaholic, “Coach Potato Turned Paleoista!!!. I have ordered several Paleo books lately

and this is one of my favorites! I have always thought I was eating healthy, but still had stomach



issues and was slightly overweight. After having a baby (at 30, lol) I had more than a few

pounds to lose. The style of writing in this book is like having your own personal coach and

friend encouraging you! If you like easy reading that still tells it like it is then this book is for you.

If you are more into the scientific aspects of Paleo I would suggest reading Robb Wolf's book,

The Paleo Solution. I read both! Sometimes I need to know why something works and other

times I need someone telling me how to pull it off in style...like a Paleoista! There are many

success stories in Paloista that are inspiring. I have lost 11 pounds in the 21 days since I

started a Paleo lifestyle. I was by far an athlete when I got this book, but I began jogging and

have signed up for my first 5k Mudrun!!!”

Linda K Wren, “The best, I don't read big books or adult books. The best , I don't read big

books or adult books, mostly children's books so this book kept me interested. I love the

recipes!!”

Coreen Van Orden, “Informative and entertaining. This book reminds me of "French Women

Don't Get Fat", but in a more modern style, and the solutions proposed are much more

relatable to the chaotic American lifestyle. Definitely a good read for the aspiring Paleoista-

which I believe we should all strive to be. As a very busy, active, health-conscious female, this

book was all I needed to commit to giving the Paleoista lifestyle a go :)”

J. Ward, “Paleoistat. Good book, makes sense but not sure I could give up everything it says. I

love bread for one, and legumes, but would follow it for a while to lose the weight and perhaps

cut down on the above items somehwat.”

Annelie Haight, “A must have for everyone with Allergies!. This book is really an eye opener for

everybody that has got issues with Allergies, Arthritis and autoimmun issues. Easy to

understand and follow. It makes perfekt sense and I would recommend it highly”

R. Baxter, “Paleo diet. This book describes the Paleo eating plan in easy to understand terms. I

am combining this with the alternate day fasting regime, and have lost lots of weight and feel

good, too.”

Happy Days, “FANTASTIC BOOK. GRAT READ, WOULD RECOMMEND TO ANYONE WHO

IS LOOKING TO CHANGE THE EATING LIFESTYLE ALONG WITH THERE NEW LOOK!!!

FAB AND INTERESTING.”

The book by Nell Stephenson has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 104 people have provided feedback.
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